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QUESTION 1

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

Although Paloma did her very best on the test, she was disappointed to find that she had gotten several questions
wrong because of simple multiplication errors. 

A. very best 

B. to find 

C. she 

D. wrong 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The correct answer is "very best" because "best" is an absolute adjective. Some adjectives, including
superlative adjectives like "best," cannot accept modifiers. When you think about the phrase "very best," it is redundant:
if something is the best, then it can\\'t be any more than that. It\\'s already at the top of its category or class with no way
to get better. 

 

QUESTION 2

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Sports are a significant part of life for people all across the world, as was demonstrated in 2006 when billions of people
came together to be involved with the World Cup either through playing, watching or thru advertising. 

A. World Cup either through playing, watching or thru advertising. 

B. World cup either through playing, watching or thru advertising. 

C. World Cup either through playing, watching or through advertising. 

D. World Cup either through playing, watching or advertising. 

E. World Cup either through playing, watching or advertising for it. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: This sentence tests your knowledge of capitalization and awareness of parallelism. The original sentence
is incorrect because choice "World Cup either through playing, watching or thru advertising" destroys the parallelism
(i.e. thru advertising instead of simply "advertising") and uses the informal spelling of through (i.e. "thru"). Only choices
"World Cup either through playing, watching or advertising" and "World Cup either through playing, watching or
advertising for it" correct the parallelism error; however, the list should strictly contain gerunds in order to be parallel, so
"advertising for it" is not the best choice. By ending with "for it" the author is also implying that one may "play for it" and
"watch for it," and although one may play for the World Cup through a grammar stretch, one cannot possibly "watch for
it" and do the same thing as one who simply "watches it." Choice "World Cup either through playing, watching or
advertising" uses the appropriate capitalization (because the World Cup is a major sports event it is a proper noun that
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must be capitalized) and maintains strict parallelism in the concluding list of ways to be involved. 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

It\\'s not my fault that the car has a dent in its rear bumper: the driver behind me failed to stop at the red light. 

A. It\\'s 

B. that 

C. its 

D. failed to stop 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: The correct answer is "No error" because there is no error in this sentence. This sentence does, however,
feature the commonly confused "it\\'s" and "its." Remember that "its" is the possessive form of "it" and "it\\'s" is a
contraction of "it is." Whenever you\\'re not sure which word is correct, read the sentence aloud and substitute "it is" for
"its" and "it\\'s." Would it make sense to say "It is not my fault" or "the car has a dent in it is rear bumper"? Obviously, "it
is" works in the first part of the sentence, but not in the second. "It\\'s" and "its," therefore, are used correctly in this
example. 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

As Titus looked at the full shelves of his clock shop, he realized that it would take hours to find the clock who lost the
tiny spring he found on the floor. 

A. looked at 

B. he 

C. it 

D. who 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The correct answer is "who" because "who" should only be used to describe people, not things. Since a
clock is clearly a thing, this sentence would be correct if "who" were changed to "that." Note that "who" can sometimes
be used to refer to personified things to emphasize their human qualities. For example, that cartoon features a clock
named Frank who sings, dances, and talks to the people in the village. In this case, the writer uses "who" to convey the
clock\\'s similarity to a person. By comparison, the clock in Titus\\' clock shop is just a clock. 
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QUESTION 5

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Firefighters and police officers risk their lives often by stepping into the way of danger physically; therefore,
professionals such as doctors and lawyers have an equally significant impact on individuals\\' lives medically and
legally. Therefore, but nevertheless as a result and Firefighters and police officers risk their lives often by stepping into
the way of danger physically; therefore, professionals such as doctors and lawyers have an equally significant impact on
individuals\\' lives medically and legally. 

A. therefore 

B. but 

C. nevertheless 

D. as a result 

E. and 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The first clause (everything before the semi colon) definitely does not cause what is explained in the
second clause (everything after the semi colon), so "therefore" is an inappropriate transition. This sentence is presenting
contrasting professions (firefighter/police officer and doctor/lawyer) since two are viewed as blue-collar (working class)
and the others are white-collar (professional); therefore, a contrasting conjunction is needed. Choice "therefore", choice
"as a result" and choice "and" do not present contrasting conjunctions. In this sentence "but" is not your best option for a
conjunction. A semi-colon is used, so the three simple conjunctions (and/but/yet/etc.) are not as appropriate as the
complex conjunctions (therefore/however/nevertheless/etc.). If just a comma was used, then "but" would have been
appropriate (i.e. "...into the way of danger physically, but professionals such as doctors..."). So now it\\'s down to
"nevertheless." Choice "nevertheless" is the best answer. 
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